
 

Half-term plan for topic/book On Our Doorstep – Autumn 1 (Y1) 

Book to read to the class Hansel and Gretel  

Reading aims Use set 2 sounds for decoding. Answering questions about texts.  

Writing outcomes Use set 2 sounds to spell. Use capital letters. Use ‘and’ to join sentences.  

Year group Reading: decoding and 
comprehension 

These can be oral outcomes. 
They do not have to be written 

Writing: composition 

You should break down the 
writing process of longer pieces 
into stages, and include editing 
to improve the proofreading 
process 

Writing: grammar, vocabulary 
and punctuation 

Grammar can be taught either 
within reading/writing or as a 
stand-alone activity 

Writing transcription: spelling 
and handwriting  

Handwriting should be taught 
daily until correct letter 
formation is embedded. It 
should then be taught regularly 
to ensure accurate joining. 
Spelling is cumulative and 
needs to be taught daily 

Week 1 

 

 

 

    

Week 2 

 

 

 

Red ditty book 

Behaviour for reading, 
partner work, MTYT 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds. 

All about me sentences – 
write simple sentences with 
‘I’ starters. 

Look at capital 
letters/formation. 

Revise hill climbers – c, o, a, 
d, g, q, s, x, z (over the hill, 
stop, slide back down and 
around.) 

Week 3 

 

 

 

Red ditty book 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds – 
use to blend words. 

Senses sentences – recount 
type. 

‘I’ sentence starter 

Using capital letter for ‘I’. Revise mountain climbers – 
l, t, b, h, k (up the big 
mountain and back down the 
track.) 



 

 

Week 4 

 

 

 

Red ditty book 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds – 
use to blend words. 

Label hedgehog 

Use to write sentences. 

Capital letters for my name Revise little mountain 
climbers – I, j, p, u, v, w, y, 
m, n, r (up the little hill and 
back down the track.) 

Week 5 

 

 

 

Green ditty book 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds – 
use to blend words 

Orally answer questions. 

Hedgehog facts – answering 
questions to make a quiz 

Use ‘and’ to join sentences Revise flyers – e, f (take off 
and loop the loop.) 

Week 6 

 

 

 

Green ditty book 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds – 
use to blend words. 

Orally answer questions. 

Hedgehog riddles – I have 
got… What am I? 

Capital letters for ‘I’. Use patterns in tricky words. 

Week 7 Green ditty book 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds – 
use to blend words. 

Orally answer questions 

Hedgehog and friends story 
– use names. 

Capital letters for names. Use patterns in tricky words. 

Week 8 Green ditty book 

Revise set 1 and 2 sounds – 
use to blend words. 

Orally answer questions. 

Simple sentences about 
autumn  

Capital letters 

Using ‘and’ to join 
sentences. 

Copy model text. 


